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　　§1. Introdiiction and notations
　　In this paper we extend the result of Malyshev ［2］and show the existence of
the phase transitions in Heisenberg model which has more than three phases by
using the method of Peierls。Also we discuss the phase transitions in finite spin
systems。
　　In the corollary of therein ｌ in §2 we also show that phase transitions occur
in classical Heisenberg antiferromagnet under sufficiently low temperature。
　　As to the finite spin systems the existence of phase transition can be proved
in ａ similar way to the previous one.
　　Now we give the definition of Gibbsian random field of the system and introduce
some notations used below。We take ａ compact seperable metric space Ｓ as ａ
spin space and denote by μａ non negative finite measure on the topological Borel
field in　S。
　　We consider ａ spin system on ａ 2-dimensional lattice ７ with ａ nearest neigh･
bour potential ひ(si,S2), where Z7(si,S2) is ａ real function on SxS which is measurable
and bounded from below。
　　For a finite subset V={h,…μい⊂T, we associate ａ c-field ^v generated by
｛ω｛０ぱeF} (ωEj2＝ｙ）ａｎｄ ｌｅに?＝Ｊり。A probability measure Ｐ on （２，jｙ）
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ヨ(Ｆ,ω)＝Sg-βUv{si･…尚匝('))卵(ｓ1)…面(睨〉
　　Ａ one-to･one transformation k from the measure space （21，Ｊｒ1，μ1）ｏｎtｏthe
measure space （ぶ?2‥ｊＦ２，μ2)is called“admissible” if μ1友一1is absolutely continuous
with respect to μ2 and satisfies
Oくc1≦:dｽﾞｺﾞｴ<C2<00　or　勺ｽﾞｭﾑ0
a.ｇ。　119　for some　c1 c2＞O。
　　§2. Classical Heisenberg model
　　In this section, we prove the existence of phase transition in the　case　of　the
following classical Heisenberg model on square lattice.
　　We assume that potential functionひ(si, S2) satisfies the following conditions
1～5;
　　1)び(5i, Sz) is ａ symmetric continuous function on SxS
　　2) There exist a one-to-one transformation 恥Ｓ→S and n pointsがo]，が11,…，
ｓ[に1]of S such that the following conditions i)～v) are satisfied,






　　3) There exist two neighbourhoods 0, and Ｏ２of the point 戸l such that fol-
lowing three conditions are satisfied,
　　　i) Oi⊂０２，μ(01)＞0
　　　ii) The n sets O2，ｙO2，…，ｒ-102 are mutually disjoint。
　　　iii) For some s＞0
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　UCsi, S2)くUCsi'ﾀｓ2/)‾s
for any (Sl, S2)∈(01×01)Ｕ(yOlｘｙO1)Ｕ…Ｕ(ｒ-101×ｒ-101)
and for any (が, S2')$(O2×02)U…Ｕ(ｒ-102×ｒ-102)
　　4) Ifμ(０７０1)＞0，tｈｅｎ there exists an admissible transformation χ:02－ 01
一j1⊂01 such that the following two conditions　i) and　ii) are　satisfied, where
yll is ａ open subset of Oi
　　　i ) UCsi, XS2)くひ(Si, S2)-e
　　for all Si^Oi, and for all ｓ2∈ひl一〇1
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　　ii)ひ(ｘｓi,　ＸＳ２)くU(Si,S2)-e
　　for all Si,s%zOo―01




ａｎｄ(ぶFi-),CΣＳＦｉ)，…，(ぶｒ-1八)ａｒｅmutally disjoint。 Also there exist admissible
transformations ｊ:瓦一一Bi (open subset of O1）
　　Theorem ｌ
　　If UCsi, S2) satisfiesabove five conditions 1～5, then there exist at least 刄
distinctlimiting Gibbs distributions for sufficientlylarge β。
　　(ＰＲＯＯＦ)
　　We take ａ square Ｆ centered at origin and take ａfollowing boundary condition
ωo such that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ωo(０∈01　良Ｆ
For ａ given conjfigulation ω, we call ａ site f regular with respect to ωifω(０∈01.
We also call ａ site A-site if it is not ａ regular site。
　　If we can prove
(2-1) 卯,ω･0(origin OeOi)≫{










confiqurationωsuch that origin o is ^-site, and let 7? be ａ ｏｎｅ･connected compo-
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-nent of ^-sites which cotains 0. We also let 瓦＝the region enclosed by the outer
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－boundary of R, and Ro=T一瓦
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Next we define ａ subset £（召) of R inductively as follows.　Namely ａ subset
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－i?(B) consist of following sites of £;
　　　I) the sites which interact with 瓦
　　　II) the sites which interact with at least one element of the above set and
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which　has　at　least　active　bond, where　Ｏ１－ 01　bonds. ^Oi- ffOi　bonds, …, and
y゛‾101 －ｙ゛1 01 bonds are called static bonds and other bonds are called active ｂｏｎｄs。
　　Ill) repeat the step II), and so ｏｎ。
　　　　　　　　－Put Ｒ回＝友一RCB). From the definition of Ｒ(召)，tｈｅcomponents of 瓦４ can
be classified into fo1!owing 7にlasses。
　　class 1　C(ｙo);Ｔｈｅ component whose boundary sites are reqular.
　　class k　Ｃ(か-1);(ゐ＝2,…，ｎ)
The component whose boundary sites are transformed into regular sites by the
trａｎｓfoｒｍａtｉｏｎｙ‾1.
　　Let Ｗ be the ソＴ一connected subset of T, and
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ぶ＝{ω;Ｒ(ｊ)(ω)＝Ｗ}
where we say that the set W is へ/2 ―connected if for arbitrary two sites a;，沢of
w there exists ａ chain 伊0，2;1，…,Xn-1, Xn] such　that　Xq = X, Xi,…, Xn-1, W,Xn=y
and ＼xi一心＋1図へ/堕(f＝0,1，…。z－1)，






























Next we consider the energy variation of the system by the transformation Ｇ
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From the property 2-iｖ)of ｙ the energy in 瓦耐 and the mutual energy between
瓦耐ａｎｄＲ(召)are conserved。So, we have only to consider the energy variation in
£(召)ａｎｄthe mutual energy variation between ２(召) and Rq.
　　When two spins Si and ｓ2are connected through ａ active bond. this bond is
transformed into static bond by the transformation Ｇ。
　　By the property 3-iii)of potential function the next inequality is satisfied,
(2-2)　　　　　　　　　　ひIGs,, Gso)くUCsi, S2)-e
　　From the definition of RQE), the number of active bonds must be greater than
the half of the number of sitesin 瓦(召)。
　　Consequently setting the number of elements of £(召)tｏ be m, the following
relation is satisfied
(2-4) 防(alωo)＜びｙ(疹o)一万 S揖
　　Next we decmpose B into several subsets such that the restrictionof Ｇ on each
subset becomes one-to-one.
We consider ａ partition of Ｓ
　　　P={0,,0,- 01，F,, Fo,…, Fk, gOi,…，ｙ(02－ 01)，…，ｙ４‾101，…gn-l八}
and we say ω1 and ω'z^B belong to the subset£if and only if the following condi-
tion is satisfied。
　　(＊)bothω1(Ｏ ａｎｄω2(Ｏbelong toａ common element of Ｆ for all teRCB)。
By this definition, the restriction of the transformation Ｇ to each Li becomes
one-to-one. When the number of elements of W is m, the number of subsets of














　　From the definitionof 涅(召),it followsＲ(召)is V' 2 ―connected。As the number









for sufficiently large β.
　　COEOLLAEY
　　If we impose the following conditions 2)', 3)', 4)' on the potential function
UCs,, S2) instead of the above conditions 2), 3), 4), then we get the same result
as theorem １.
2-0)'　n=2m
2-i)’Ｕ（し5i,So) takes its minimum at exactly following 77 points [がo]，s[゛])，
(s[1]，s[m+1])，…，(ｓ[゛‾1]，ｓ[2TO-1])(antiferromagnet type)
3-iii)'　For some s＞0




for any Sie5' 0i, and ior any s2∈02－ 01
4-ii)'ひ(が1，ｙ゛zy゛s2)＜び(Si, S2)-e
(Ｔｈｅremainder conditions of 2)', 3)', 4)' are the same as the above conditions
2)，3)，4).)
　　（ＰＲＯＯＦ）
　　We introduce the following potential function Ｕ(､ｓ1、ｓ21)given by
　　　　　　　　　Ｕ(､ｓ1、ｓ21）＝び（ｓ1、ｇ恨ｓ21）s1: even site ｓ2: odd site
where the site（ｊ、!/)is called ａ even site if j十y≡O（mcd 2）ａｎｄother sites are
called cdd sites。
　　Clearly仄ｓ1、S2) satisfies the above conditions in theorem 1. For proving the
corollary、 we have only to remark the following relation
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　蛸ﾑ（ル）＝睨びぷ）
where
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　　　　　　　　　　　　A={ω;ω(ね)＝ｓバJ = l,2,…,z･)}
　　　　　　　　　　　　ｆ＝{ω;ω(ね)＝sJf z･ is even
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ω(ね)＝ｙ771si　ifねis odd ii=l,2,…，z･)}
ａｎｄω″isthe boundary conditon given by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　?(０＝ω(Z)if Z is even
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ω/(1)＝ｙ゛ω(O if Z is odd.
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　　§3. Finite spin system
　　In this section we consider the finite systems on square lattice and triangular
lattice.
　　We let S={1,2,…,耐(μ((か)＝1(j＝1,2,…。z))ａｎｄ　α:Ｓ－→Ｓ be surjective,
and consider the system with the interaction potential びdefined as follows。
　　　　　　　　　　仄1，α(1))＝仄2,α(2))＝…= f/(w, a(n)) = -e e>0
(3-1)　　　　
｜
　　　　　　　　　　Ｕ(し引)＝O for all other spins
　　In the simillar way as in the previous section, we can show that this system
has at least 72 distinct limiting Gibbs distributions for sufficiently large β。
　　In the rest of this section we discuss a finite spin system on triangular lattice.
　　We let S ＝{1,2,3}(μ({f})＝1(j＝1,2,3))ａｎｄ consider the following potential ひ




　　We shall show that this system hs at least six distinct limiting Gibbs distribu-
tions for ｓｕ伍ｃｉｅｎtlｙlarge β. We give ａ coordinate for each site ｆ as Fig。1, and








We also callａ siteＺ A-site if Z is i4i-site or Ao-site or Ao-Bite, and other sites
are called regular.　In this model, 1-2, 2-3, and 3-1 bonds are called static bonds






In the same way as in the previous mcdel we define R, while the definition
of R(B) is given by adding the following two steps to the condition I) and II) in
the definition of R(B) in section 2.
step III) the sites which have at least one active opposite bond are connected
with at least One element of the set determined by step I) and step II), where
eaoh bond of 1~5 and 6 is called opposite bond of the site A. (see Fig. 2)
step IV) repaat the step II) and step III), and so on.
Fig. 2
In this model we can classify the family of connected components of Rint into
the following six classes.
CS class i: (£=!,･･･,6)
The component whose boundary sites are transformed Into regular sites by the
transformation Si, where transformation Sh ff2*･･･≫ffe are defined as follows,
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In the triangular lattice,we cannot decompose Rint in this way unless the new
two steps III) and IV) are added.
From this definitionof gu the energy variation inside Rint by the transforma-
tion G defined in the same way becomes zero. Furthermore we can make two
sites of R(E) correspondence with one active bond, so the remainder part of the
proof is accomplished in the same way as in the previous section.
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